CATALOGUE / ENG

2022

CLIMBERS, WORKERS AND ADRENALINE
SPORTSMEN/SPORTSWOMEN,
RIGHT NOW, YOU ARE HOLDING A TENDON CATALOGUE IN YOUR HANDS WHICH IS FOUNDED ON ALMOST SEVENTY YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF DEVELOPMENT OF ROPES. WE PRODUCE THEM UTILIZING THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
PROCEDURES AT LANEX A.S. IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC.
WE CONTINUE WORKING ON OURSELVES, WHICH MAKES US A TECHNOLOGICAL LEADER IN THE MARKET. EACH YEAR WE BRING YOU NEW
INNOVATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES THAT MAKE MOVEMENT MORE EFFECTIVE, MAKE WORK EASIER, AND PROVIDE FOR YOUR SAFETY. IN
ADDITION TO OUR IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT TEAM WE OPENLY PURSUE COOPERATION WITH UNIVERSITIES, RESEARCH INSTITUTES,
CERTIFIED LABORATORIES, AND LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, YOU OUR CUSTOMERS.
THANKS TO QUALITY AND HISTORY, WE HAVE BUILT A WORLDWIDE SALES NETWORK THAT WE ARE GOING TO ENLARGE AND IMPROVE
INCESSANTLY. TIE UP YOUR FUTURE STEPS AT WORK AND IN YOUR LEISURE TIME WITH US.
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The TeFIX® patented technology permanently
bonds the sheath to the core. It prevents from
any slippage between these two basic rope parts.

Maximum level of rope protection against
water and abrasion. It is reached by using
the new progressive NANOTECHNOLOGY
method. COMPLETE SHIELD is an
impregnation which extends the general
lifespan of TENDON ropes signiﬁcantly.

ECO SHIELD
ECO variant of impregnation, which
guarantees high water-repellent rope
protection. The core and sheath are treated
with a new method of PFC-free ECO
impregnation, which forms a water-repellent
layer. Rope with this protection does not
absorb water and is environmentally friendly
because it does not contain ﬂuorinated
hydrocarbons C8 or C6.
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CE - SYMBOL OF CONFORMITY

Static ropes includes microchip.
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TECHNOLOGY

®

The TeFIX patented technology permanently bonds the sheath to the core.
It prevents from any slippage between these two basic rope parts.
This particular feature was reached by adding a special material between the core and
sheath. This extra material is added after the process so the bond is ﬂexible and strong.
Rope has 0% sheath slippage, much longer lifespan, and better handling.

CORE
SHEATH

TECHNOLOGY

SECURE
Thanks to the unique sandwich-type construction of braided layers and the use
of specially developed staple ﬁbres, the rope is able to hold the suspended
person or load even in case of a considerably damaged sheath or core without
a complete rupture of the rope and subsequent fall of the suspended person.

CORE

SHEATH

SPECIAL LAYER
BRAIDED CORE

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

ECO
SHIELD

COMPLETE
SHIELD

The new ECO rope protection against impregnation, guarantees
high water-repellent rope protection. The core and sheath are
treated with a new method of PFC-free ECO impregnation,
which forms a water-repellent layer. Rope with this protection
does not absorb water and is environmentally friendly because
it does not contain ﬂuorinated hydrocarbons C8 or C6.
Our PFC - free rope meets the UIAA water repellent standard.

Maximum level of rope protection against water and
abrasion. It is reached by using the new progressive
nanotechnology method. The rope ﬁbres are then
protected against dust and water which would othervise
cause a harm to the rope construction. Complete shield is
an impregnation which extends the general lifespan of
tendon ropes signiﬁcantly. All ropes with the complete
shield ﬁnish meet the uiaa 101 requirement for water
repellent test.

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

SBS

LOWE

SIMPLE BRAID SYSTEM – is a system where each strand is
plaited separatelly into the sheath construction and not in pairs
(tandem). SBS braiding makes the sheath surface much more
compact and smoother. Therefore ropes made by SBS generate
much lower friction, are more resistant to abrasion and last
longer while in contact with the rocks.

Thanks to the unique combination of materials which
work together jointly and meet the stringent requirements of the EN 892 standard, we were able to reduce
the weight while retaining a diameter acceptable to all
climbers.

TANDEM

SBS

SPORT
CLIMBING

TOM

RANDALL
WHAT DOES CLIMBING MEAN TO ME?
Climbing for me, is a form of meditation and expression
of creativity. On one side, I ﬁnd that climbing is so
involving for your brain that it actually makes everything else in like "switch off" so then I can feel really
calm in my head and it seems like it's just me, the rock,
the moves and nothing else in life. On the other side, it's
an incredible outlet for creativity because it's still a
sport without too many rules! For example, I've loved
how this year we've been on lock-downs and zero travel
allowed, but I can still ﬁnd monster roof crack projects
on the underside of bridges. Yes it seems a bit weird, but
it's creative in my mind and it allows me to still express
a level of adventure and exploration in the manner in
which I ﬁnd rewarding.
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SPORT CLIMBING
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If you want to have a lightweight rope for sport climbing and if you would like to
use it occasionally in the mountains also, MASTER 9.0 is a good choice. In addition,
this rope makes use of the TeFIX® technology which increases resistance and
prolongs the lifespan of the rope thanks to the connection of the core and the
sheath.

This rope defeats the stigma that thin ropes are not durable. You don’t need to
carry one rope for practicing and another one for redpoint. Innovated, extremely
ﬁne SBS sheath signiﬁcantly prolongs its lifespan. The rope is at the same time
soft enough and easy to work with. If you’re looking for a devoted friend for sport
climbing, this is your choice.

The thinnest single rope we offer. The low weight, which is only 50 g, makes it
an ideal weapon, which will help you to send your hardest projects.

SPORT CLIMBING
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MASTER PRO 8.9
Brand new rope certiﬁcated as single, twin and half rope. Unique combination of
simple braid system, modiﬁed sheath vs. core ratio in favour of sheath and
complete shield impregnation guarantees good resistance and lifespan. The low
weight, only 52 g/m, and low rope drag makes it excellent on-sight rope for hard
climbing projects where every small detail matters.
D089TP42C000C BLACK/BLUE
D089TP41C000C BLACK/PINK

With MASTER PRO 9.7 we build on the success of the massively popular MASTER
PRO 9.2. When our athletes ﬁeld tested the rope, they were awestruck by the
rope´s outstanding durability. This incredible resilience is down to the unique braid
SBS construction, which guarantees superior resistance to wear, greatly increasing
the lifespan of the rope. It is the perfect choice for those who prefer durability and
longevity over weight, including high performance climbers who are training for
their projects.

MASTER 9.4 with a small diameter but durable SBS sheath construction. Ideal
for average climbers who want to keep pushing their limits.
7.9
6.4
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SPORT CLIMBING

NEW!

7.9
6.4

MASTER 9.4 with a small diameter but durable SBS sheath construction. Ideal
for average climbers who want to keep pushing their limits. With new ECO
impregnation which is PFC-free and enviromentally friendly.
D094TM44E000C BRIGHT ORANGE

Technologies keep advancing. Favorite MASTER 9.7 with TeFIX® technology
became even more safer and durable than its older brother. Permanent connection
of a core and sheath ensures that the sheath cannot slip. Check the fresh design!

7.9
6
37
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One of the most favorite ropes among our customers. MASTER 9.7 is time-proven.
It offers an ideal diameter, SBS sheath and a long lifespan. One of the best ropes
for rock climbing you can get. Offers an excellent value for money.

SPORT CLIMBING

7.4
0.05
7.9

As its name suggests, this rope is both for beginners and ambitious climbers who
pursue climbing outside and indoors. It offers outstanding value for money. It has
a universal diameter.

0.9

AMBITION 10.0 is designed especially for beginners. Wider diameter combined
with SBS sheath offers an impressive performance and long lifespan.
8.9
0.2
5

INDOOR
CLIMBING

ELIŠKA

ADAMOVSKÁ
WHAT DOES CLIMBING MEAN TO ME?
That is a tricky question, I deﬁnitely needed to give it
some thought. I mean, I have been climbing for so long
(14 years) that it not only became an integral part of
majority of my days, but it also became an integral part
of who I am. Of course, it is mostly about freedom, but it
also gives me an opportunity to express myself. Climbing has already given me lots of useful life lessons –
and I am still learning. I found out that different problems may have different solutions, I learned how to
handle my emotions as well as interpersonal communication, and much more. Whether it was all the hard
work on the climbing gym, or the peaceful days spent
out in the rocks, climbing made me the person I am
now. But, above all, climbing, training and the related
lifestyle bring me joy.
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indoor CLIMBING

A rope with braided core developed especially for top-rope climbing at gyms.
Suitable for climbing schools and rentals.

A rope with SECURE technology that offers less UIAA falls but has much larger
sheath that ensures durability and a long lifespan of the rope. Perfect choice for
rentals and permanent use in the climbing gyms (top-roping).

Thicker ropes are ideal for beginners because they make falls easier to catch using
a belay device and thus they make climbing safer. You can use this rope at crags as
well.
9.1
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indoor CLIMBING

AMBITION 10.0 is designed especially for beginners. Wider diameter combined
with SBS sheath offers an impressive performance and long lifespan.
8.9
0.2
5

An new version of a robust rope AMBITION 10.2 enriched with TeFIX® technology.
The fact that the core is connected with the sheath prevents the sheath from
shifting and provides maximum possible safety in case of the sheath damage. An
ideal rope which will guide you through many vertical miles.

Massive, safe rope with extremely long lifespan. Designed for heavy usage in rope
training centers and climbing schools.
9.1
0.4
5.3
31
1
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indoor CLIMBING

A rope has a braided core, developed especially for top-rope climbing at gyms.
Suitable for climbing schools and rentals.
8.2
9.1

Large diameter safe rope, with extremely long lifespan. Designed for heavy usage
in rope training centers and climbing schools.
9.2
0.3
6.4
32

Backpack with volume of 45 l designed especially for climbers. The zipper, which encircles almost the whole edge enables an easy
access into the main chamber, which contains more pockets and hanging loops for your gear. Upper part of the backpack contains a
handy pocket for a guidebook or other small pieces of equipment. The back system includes removeable mat for sitting. The
anatomically shaped shoulder straps, adjustable sternum strap, hip belt, and padded back ensure that the backpack ﬁts comfortable
on your back, even during a long approach. If you completely ﬁll the main chamber, you can always fasten your rope to the top of the
backpack using tightening straps. The backpack includes a rope tarp.
Top material: robust polyester 1000D
with PU coating and water-resistant treatment
Volume 45 l
Adjustable sternum strap and hip belt

Padded back
Includes coated rope tarp
The rope can be fastened on top of the backpack
using tightening straps

MOUNTAINEERING
AND ALPINISM

DANNY

MENŠÍK
WHAT DOES CLIMBING MEAN TO ME?
For me, climbing is to clamber up somewhere, where I
can see the world from a totally different perspective.
And it is also the joy and excitement at movement and
all those easy and difﬁcult, smooth and tortuous
moments.
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MOUNTAINEERING AND ALPINISM

NEW!
7.6 7.6
38 38
11 28
5.3 8.4
-0.3 -0.3
10.10 6.10
37 32
1
1

MASTER PRO 7.6
Master PRO 7,6 mm is the ﬁrst simple braided half and double rope, whose
parameters are virtually unbeatable by any other rope in this category. Master PRO
7,6 mm is the only rope with diameter of less than 8 mm in the market which has a
large number of UIAA falls (11 falls as a half rope, 28 falls as a double rope) and
very low impact force at the same time. With the weight of 38 g/m and 7.6 mm
diameter the rope is suitable for all kinds of climbers.
D076TP44C000C GREEN
D076TP45C000C ORANGE

The lightest twin rope in the world. Only 34 grams per meter and still perfectly
safe. Ideal for extreme climbing projects or as an ultra-light rope for ski-tourists.
You won’t even notice this rope in your bag due to its weight and size. Certiﬁed for
use as a twin rope exclusively.

38
5
5.7

38
8.5

10.5 8.0
38 35
0.9 0.9
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An ideal choice for various activities in the mountains. Mountain guides, skitourists as well as mountaineers will love its low weight of 39 g. We offer this rope
even in short variants of 20 and 30 m.

MOUNTAINEERING AND ALPINISM
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The thinnest single rope we offer. Master 8.6 is the perfect rope for glacier crossings,
alpine ascents, and anything you do in the mountains where you only want a single
rope.

22

23

0.8

0.8

5
5.7 8.5
10.5
38

5.1

A light weight quality rope, for those who feel at home in the mountains. The
Complete Shield technology protects the rope from water and dirt.

8
35

9.2

If you don't want extremely thin rope but you still aim for the lowest weight
possible? There is no better option than this one. Our LOWE technology lowers the
weight of the rope keeping an ideal diameter of 8.4. You can save 0.5 kg with sixty
meter double ropes. Nothing better!
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MOUNTAINEERING AND ALPINISM

25
5.3 8.6

32

You will choose this rope if you seek the best ratio of lifespan and a diameter.
Perfect as you ﬁrst rope for mountaineering. Complete Shield coating is a matterof-course.

30

9
5.4
7.6

A lightweight half rope with great versatility and very high durability. All its
technical speciﬁcations are designed to increase safety and broaden the range
of suitable usage.

BIGWALL

MARY

EDEN
WHAT DOES CLIMBING MEAN TO ME?
What does climbing mean to me? It's hard to put what
climbing means to me in a few short words but I'd say
climbing to me means fun and freedom. I've had the
most fun in my life outside on small rocks, and tall
walls. Rock climbing has given me the ability and
freedom to be able to go places I didn't think were
possible to access. Climbing has also given me the
feeling of freedom and perfection during the 'ﬂow
state' (a calm focused feeling while climbing at your
limit). Rock climbing is the funnest passion I've
discovered and it allows me to free myself from the rest
of life and enjoy the challenge of playing on the rocks.
Why do I climb? Why do I like beautiful sunsets,
margaritas, good laughs, shiny gear, and kittens? I'll
never truly be able to explain the joy I ﬁnd in climbing. I
love the struggle, the community, the challenge, and
growth I experience in this sport, and all that good
stuff just translates over into every aspect of my life.

BIGWALL

Technologies keep advancing, the favorite MASTER 9.7 now with TeFIX®
technology. Even more safe and durable than its older brother. The permanent
connection of core and sheath ensures the sheath cannot slip. Check the fresh
design!

An new version of a robust rope AMBITION 10.2 enriched with TeFIX® technology.
The fact that the core is connected with the sheath prevents the sheath from
shifting and provides maximum possible safety in case of the sheath damage. An
ideal rope which will guide you through many vertical miles.

If you prefer small diameters but you don’t want to underestimate the safety,
there is no better option than Hattrick 9.7 or Master TeFIX® 9.7. SBS construction of
the sheath together with a SECURE technology make this rope safe, long-lasting
and prevents the sheath from shifting.
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BIGWALL

A rope with SECURE technology that offers less UIAA falls but has much larger
sheath that ensures durability and a long lifespan of the rope. Perfect choice for
rentals and permanent use in the climbing gyms (top-roping).

SPELEO
AND CANYONING

LASO

SCHALLER
WHAT DOES CanyonING MEAN TO ME?
Canyoning…following the water stream from up to
down…feeling the cold water, the fresh air, the view and
diving into the pure nature with nothing else than just
with some ropes and some climbing gear…that’s
freedom…my little world…

SPELEO AND CANYONING

The best choice among the canyoning ropes. Light, ﬂoating rope with our SECURE
technology keeps its outstanding qualities for a long time. Its construction and
applied materials help to minimize shrinking of the rope in wet conditions. It has
stronger, coarser sheath and thanks to the production technology, this rope is very
static, low stretch.
tested according to EN 1891 type B except material and number of falls

STRENGTH
min.STRENGTH with knots

0.2

STRENGTH
min.STRENGTH with knots

47
-0.2

New polyamide (nylon) rope with a smaller diameter of 9 mm and Complete Shield
dry treatment which coats core strands and sheath ﬁbers. This reduces water
absorpsion and increases abrasion resistance considerably. The highly visible
colour guarantees that the user has under control any situation where bad
conditions prevail. The rope is ﬂexible and retains its softness even after a long
period of use. CANYON DRY 9.0 will be especially appreciated by experienced
canyoneers who want a quick and smooth descent, and who care about every gram
of weight.

This rope is easily knotted and soft even after repeated immersion into the water.
Its bright colours contrast well with the colour of the water, it is highly resistant to
abrasion and offers increased water-resistance. Thanks to the materials used, the
rope has lower absorbability and ﬂoats on the surface.
tested according to EN 1891 type B except min. tenacity and material

STRENGTH
min.STRENGTH with knots
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SPELEO AND CANYONING

EN 1891 /
66

Rope variation which doesn’t ﬂoat on water due to materials used (PA) meets
requirement of EN 1891 type A.

0.8
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

A

STRENGth

8
42
-0.3

16

1
19

1.8

Low stretch, high static strength, and exceptional resistance to abrasion are the
qualities most valued among cavers.

min.STRENGth with knots

Low stretch, high static strength, and exceptional resistance to abrasion are the
qualities most valued among cavers. Polyester sheath is built to endure higher
thermal stress during abseiling on 10.5 special rope.

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots
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ARBORIST

arborist

The lightest rope in the Tendon arbor line. Timber Evo 11.0 is a rope with excellent
handling and smooth ascent and descent because of the 24 strand construction
and specially designed sheath.

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

0.5

This improved version of the Timber Evo 11.5 working rope is characterized by a
better abrasion resistance and consequently a longer service life thanks to the
new construction of the sheath. 24 strand double braid construction makes this an
excellent rope for professional arborists.

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

The combination of polyamide (nylon) core and polyester sheath lends to, among
other features, an excellent abrasion resistance and also high strength in the ropes
of the Timber Evo series. The 12.5 mm diameter guarantees good control during
handling. Excellent for climbing as well as safety rigging line where some stretch
is desired.
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots
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arborist

Lowering rope 15 mm of a new construction with increased strength and reduced
diameter. Very good handling during lowering and braking of loads.

STRENGth

The Set is completed with a throwline, an accessory cord, a throw bag, prusiks and harness, all in high quality and in colours that are markedly visible in treetops.

weigth

The Tendon Timber Sit is a fully adjustable arborist harness with a wide padded
back and leg loops, making it really comfortable even for long days high in the
trees. The quick release leg and waist buckles make putting it on and taking if off a
snap. It comes equipped with one sliding ring on the bridge, two metal side
attachment points for lanyard or ﬂip line and three gear loops in the back.
Complies with EN 358 and EN 813.

The use of the PES/TECHNORA material combination results in a better thermal
and mechanical resistance of the sheath. Supplied in any length or as prusiks
made to measure with sewn eyes.
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arborist

WORK AT HEIGHT
AND RESCUE

WORK AT HEIGHT AND RESCUE

This excellent rope with low elongation and high static strength is
intended primarily for work at height and for securing people
above vertical drops. The thicker the diameter, the stronger the
rope.

15

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

SEWN TERMINATION IS AVAILABLE - ON REQUEST

A rope for any application where the sheath and the core may suffer damage.
When using this rope you will signiﬁcantly increase your safety margins, in cases
where mechanical damage to the rope due to sharp edges or falling objects.
Thanks to the unique sandwichtype construction of braided layers and the use of
specially developed staple ﬁbers, the rope is able to hold the suspended person or
load even in the event of considerable sheath or core damage. Even if the rope is
heavily damaged, the suspended person has enough time to abseil to the ground
or to a safe anchor point.

min.STRENGth with knots
STRENGth

SEWN TERMINATION IS AVAILABLE - ON REQUEST

5

3.3
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

40

24

Thanks to the unique construction and the stateof-the-art technological
ﬁnishing, the static rope offers a strength higher than 22 kN with a falling mass of
100 kg (in comparison with the standard falling mass of 80 kg for type B ropes).
The strength of the rope with knots exceeds 15 kN for a period of 3 minutes
without any damage to the core and the sheath (type B ropes are tested for 12 kN
for a period of 3 minutes). This is an advantage which workers working at heights
and rescue teams are eager for, because having a stronger rope in critical
situations with full outﬁt and gear brings them to a higher standard.

WORK AT HEIGHT AND RESCUE

PARAMETERSACCORDINGTO

The excellent ropes with low elongation and high static strength are intended
primarily for work at hight and for securing people above vertical drops.
Recommended use are rescue operations, work positioning and military and police
use. Occasional use for NFPA certiﬁcated ropes meet the life safety rope
requirements of NFPA 1983 Standard on ﬁre service life safety rope and
equipement for emergency services, 2017 edition.

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

PARAMETERSACCORDINGTO

The excellent ropes with low elongation and high static strength are intended
primarily for work at hight and for securing people above vertical drops.
Recommended use are rescue operations, work positioning and military and police
use. Occasional use for NFPA certiﬁcated ropes meet the life safety rope
requirements of NFPA 1983 Standard on ﬁre service life safety rope and
equipement for emergency services, 2017 edition.

MILITARY

MILITARY

Excellent ropes with low elongation and high static strenght are designed for army
and police.

15

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

SEWN TERMINATION IS AVAILABLE ON SOME TYPES - ON REQUEST

65

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

20
48
0.2
2.5
-2
44
20

A unique rope with aramid sheath and polyamide core, which features high
ﬁrmness and increased resistance to cutting and abrasion. The rope is resistant to
naked ﬂame and radiant heat of up to 400 °C for short periods of time! This
characteristic will be appreciated in particular by special police and army
emergency squads for quick descent from a helicopter, when ordinary ropes are not
able to tackle the heat energy.
tested according to EN 1891 except impact force

The newly developed rope with reﬂection control weaving reﬂects a beam of direct
light, making it easier to identify the rope in the dark and in poor lighting conditions.
The rope is particularly useful for rescue work, speleology, diving and as a tracing
rope for mines.
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

SEWN TERMINATION IS AVAILABLE - ON REQUEST
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MILITARY

A special rope which makes use of a technology of combination of materials and
the rope construction itself. There is internal sheath made of stainless steel wires
in the rope. The product for use in extremely severe conditions (for instance
rescuers, ﬁremen, policemen and other special forces) due to its increased
resistance to cutting.
tested according to EN 1891 type B excepted material and marking
tested according to EN 1891 type A excepted material and marking

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

(2)
(1)

1)

2)
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

FULL
ARAMID
26
2200

A060TF41S100R beige

22.9

46

ACCESSORIES

EN 15151-2

47

ACCESSORIES

EN 12492 / CE 0497

min.STRENGth / kN

min.STRENGth / kN
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ACCESSORIES

DYNAPROT 10 CLASSIC:

min.STRENGth / kN
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HARNESSES

50

HARNESSES
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HARNESSES

52

MERCH

MERCH

TENDONHOODIE
Pleasant and comfortable full-length zipper sweatshirt
with ﬂuorescent parts and contrasting large hood with
microperforated fabrica nd two pockets
Style: UNISEX
Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Color: black and lime
Material: 85% COTTON
15% VISCOSE
cm
width
lenght

S
50
63

M
53
66

L
56
69

XL
59
72

XTENDON MIKINA (S-XXL)

TENDONT-SHIRT
Cotton t-shirt with short sleeves.
Modern with round and lined neckline.
Men's and women's comfortable ﬁt.
Weight: 185 g/m2
Size: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Material: 100% ORGANIC COTTON
XT-CLIMB/Z/M/S-XXL
XT-CLIMB/Č/M/S-XXL
XT-CLIMB/Z/W/S-XL
XT-CLIMB/Č/W/S-XL

TENDONSNAPBACK
Straight peak
Size: universal
Color: various
XTENDON CUP BLACK

NALGENEBOTTLE

XNALGENE BOTTLE

XXL
62
75

MERCH

TENDONCAP

MICROFLEECECAP

Breathable elastic material of soft nonscratching construction with high
thermal insulation even in extreme
climatic conditions. Ideal under the
helmet when climbing.

Material: 100% polyester mikroﬂeece
Size: onesize
XTENDON_HAT

XCAP

TENDONSCARF
Practical multifunctional scarf. You can
turn it into a headdress, balaclava,
pirate, neckerchief, hair band. Suitable
for all sports and leisure. Made of one
piece without seams and antibacterial
microﬁber. Offers protection against
wind, snow, sun, etc.
Material: 100% POLYAMIDE
Size: universal

CRUSHEDMAG
Climbing chalk (magnesium carbonate)
ina practical plastic screw dose. perfect
grade natural chalk speciﬁcally
designedfor climbing activites.
Capacity: 100 g (3.5 oz) of chalk
XTENDON MAGNESIUM

XHEADSCARF GREEN
XHEADSCARF BLACK

TENDONSTICKERS

XSTICKER

MERCH

TENDONNOTEBOOK

CLOTHBADGE

Ideal format for take notes about your
climbing projects

TAPINGSTRIPS
TENDONPEN
XTAPING STRIP
XTAPING STRIP NEW
XTENDON PEN

TENDONCUP
Color: green
Volume: 300 ml
XTENDON_HRNEK

CHALKBAG
The magnesium bag is made of printed
polyester and polyamide. Fleece is used as the
inner material. A quick closing system and a
reinforced edge allow comfortable handling of
the bag.
XTENDON CHALK BAG

ENVIRONMENTAL
FRIENDLY BRAND

TO SUSTAIN OUR UNIQUE NATURAL RICHES, IT IS NECESSARY THAT ALL ECONOMIC SUBJECTS
CONTRIBUTE BY A MORE RESPONSIBLE APPROACH TO SUSTAIN OUR PLANET FOR FUTURE
GENERATIONS. WE CANNOT JUST TAKE, WE ALSO HAVE TO GIVE. WE TOO ALSO TRY TO ADHERE
TO THIS APPROACH – THEREFORE ALL OF OUR CUSTOMERS CAN RETURN THEIR OLD AND
DAMAGED ROPE TO US AND WE WILL ENSURE A COMPLETELY FREE OF CHARGE RECYCLING OF
IT AT OUR COSTS. INFORMATIVE LABELS ON ROPES AS WELL AS THE REELS, ON WHICH OUR
ROPES ARE WOUND, ARE MADE OF AN ECOLOGICALLY RECYCLABLE MATERIAL. WE USE PFCFREE ECO IMPREGNATION ON OUR ROPE, WHICH IS ENVIROMENTALLY FRIENDLY BECAUSE IT
DOES NOT CONTAIN FLUORINATED HYDROCARBONS C8 OR C6. WE ALSO RECYCLED ALL UNUSED
SHEED AND MADE NEW PRODUCTS FROM THEM. THE REELS THEMSELVES ARE RETURNABLE
AND WE REUSE THEM TO PACK NEW ROPES. PACKAGINGS OF OUR DYNAMIC ROPES ARE
PACKAGINGS WITH AN ADDITIONAL UTILITY VALUE – THEY MAY BE REUSED FOR MANY OTHER
PURPOSES AFTER REMOVING THE ROPES FROM THEM. WE ARE GLAD THAT WE CAN
CONTRIBUTE TO THE MAINTENANCE OF A HIGH-QUALITY ENVIRONMENT BY OUR APPROACH.

RECYCLED TENDON MERCH
TENDON merch are made of dynamic and static ropes residue.

CHALK BAG ECO NEW!
Brand new chalk bag with new design. Quick closing
system and reinforced edge allow convenient bag
handling. Slot for brush, ﬂeece inner material. Belt
and parts of the bag are made from Master 8.6.

BRACELET
XT-NÁRAMEK

KEYCHAIN FROM 1 ROPE
XT-KLÍČENKA1/POPRU

KEYCHAIN LONG
XT-KLÍČENKA KRK
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BELT WITH BUCKLE
XT-OPASEK KROUŽKY

Ideal use
Possible use
Toprope

Indoor

Onsight

Projecting

Sport climbing

Big wall

Alpine climbing

Ice/mix climbing

Expert

Advanced

Beginner

Certiﬁcated as

Technology

Type of sheath

SELECTING A SUITABLE CLIMBING ROPE

ADDITIONAL
SERVICES

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

xpracigel03
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?

catch
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?

rope’s

rope’s

fall’s

rope’s
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?
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WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO KNOW?
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CODES AND COLOURS

MASTER PRO 8.9

MASTER PRO 7.6
7.6 7.6
38 38
11 28
5.3 8.4
-0.3 -0.3
10.10 6.10
37 32
1 1

8.5
0.1
6.5
35
0.9

D076TP44C000C GREEN

13
7.2
0.2
5.8
22
0.8

D076TP45C000C ORANGE

52
6
9.1
0.2
6.9
31
0.8

30
11.5
0.2
3.9
23
0.8

6
7.9

6
7.9

6.4

6.4

52
18
6.7
0.2
6.9
26
0.8

52
D089TP42C000C BLACK/BLUE
40
10.7
0.2 D089TP41C000C BLACK/PINK
5.6
24
0.8

D094TM44E000C BRIGHT ORANGE

7
7.9

25

5
5.7

55
6 19 33
8.9 6.5 10.8
0
9.6 9.6 9.6
31
25

8.5

5.3

8.6
6
37
1

10.5 8
38

8.9
0.2
5
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35

32

30

9
9.1

CODES AND COLOURS

38
5
5.7

38
8.5

10.5 8.0
38 35
0.9 0.9

31
1

5.1

7.6

8.8

30

7.2
32
0.9

9.2

9.1

7.6

66
20
38
-0.3
2.5
0.8

0.2
3.6

8.2
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

28
18

18

No

No

8
42
-0.3

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

9
5.4

9.2
0.3
6.4
32

9.1
0.4
5.3

1
19

63
16

1.8
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CODES AND COLOURS

0.5

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

15
0.4
5
0.6

38
0.1
4.1

35
0

39
0.3
3.7

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

65
39
0.3
3.7
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

0.1
3.3
1.9
33

84
20
48
0.2
2.5
-2
44
20
B
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36
3.5
2.3

0.5
3.6
3

CODES AND COLOURS

15
0.4
5
0.6
STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

5

38
0.1
4.1

3.3

35
0
3.4
1.9

39
0.3
3.7
1.9

24

85
33
3
1.1
35
19

STRENGth
min.STRENGth with knots

7 194

FULL ARAMID
22.9

A060TF41S100R BEIGE

26
2200
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DISTRIBUTORS

Resgatecnica

Av. Illampu 1037

La Paz

3520

+59173541860

ekuiprent@gmail.com

Rua Urano 77

Santa Lúcia

30350-580

+(31) 3290-2300

contacto@resgatecnica.com.br

jan.broz@mytendon.com
ECUADOR

MAGMA equipos ECUADOR

Toledo N23-126 y Madrid, Ed. Munich

Quito

Egypt

AMNT

30Abd El Rahman El Rafai Street,
Hegaz Square, Heliopolis

Cairo

170517

+593-995665545

ecuador@magmaequipos.com

+0 0221 808 808

info@amnt.com.eg

+970 3 579 6643

info@iclimb.co.il

Lemuntie 3-5

IZRAEL
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iClimb - Alfa Aﬁkimi

19 Ben Gurion str.

Bnei Brak

5126373

DISTRIBUTORS

sales@beitjala.com.jo

morocco

Atlas Extreme S.A.R.L.

Boutique 2

Marrakech

NEPAL

Vertical Access

Bhagwati Bahal - Thamel

Kathmandu

40000

+212 661 377129

AbdellahBaba@gmail.com

+977 9803 526 136

vertical.access@live.com

nettbutikk@vpg.no

serbia

Alp Project Sistems, d.o.o

Kneza Višeslava 88

Belgrade

11000

+381 11 3573 156

alpkancelarija@alp.rs

Gear Fitters Pte Ltd

48, Toh Guan Road East, #05-153,
Enterprise Hub

Singapore

608586

+65 6515 9363

info@gearﬁtters.com.sg

jan.broz@mytendon.com

Christoffer.Mansson@poly.se

A1 Arama Kurtarma Ltd.

Meriç Mah. MTK sit. 5746/4 sok No:14 / 1

Iizmir

Shambala mountain group

Stepana Rudanskogo 3a St

Kyiv

04112

2pure Limited

Deans Industrial Estate
4 Royston RD, Livingston

Livingston

Eh54 8AH

Spindrift Climbing

4348 Wimbledon Dr.

Provo

UT 84604

+90 532 508 32 94

mrtsar2019@gmail.com

+38 096 792 23 53

info@smgc.com.ua
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